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I, Bruce Anderson, AIA, declare as follows:
1.

I am at least 18 years of age and competent to testify as to the matters herein. I give

this Declaration based on my own personal knowledge of the matters stated herein.
2.

Together with Jim Cutler, I am one of the architects working on the Winslow Hotel,

with my office in downtown Winslow, and I am a resident of the City of Bainbridge Island.

19

3.

I was present at the hearing in this matter held January 23, 2020.

20

4.

My response to matters raised in the hearing follows.

21
22
23
24

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND BUILDING HEIGHT
5.

The Design Guidelines used for the Winslow Hotel were obtained at this link:

https://www.bainbridgewa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2554
6.

Those Design Guidelines include a statement describing how the Guidelines are to

25

be applied with an attitude of flexibility and that they are guidelines not regulations, such that

26

“equal or better solutions” are allowed.
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7.

As the architecture team, we completed the checklists found at Ex. 20 at the outset

2

of the project, for the applicable Design Guidelines including the Commercial and Mixed Use

3

Design Guidelines (referred to as the “General Guidelines”), the Mixed Use Town Center/General

4

Design Guidelines (referred to as the “Town Center Guidelines”), and the Mixed Use Town

5

Center/Core District Guidelines (referred to as the “Core Guidelines”).

6

8.

The Project was reviewed in six different meetings before the Design Review Board

7

(“DRB”), each time with revised plan sets to depict compliance with the Design Guidelines and

8

design solutions in response to DRB direction. Several of those six meetings were pre-application

9

reviews that helped to inform the project design. The City’s DRB unanimously approved the

10

designs presented for the Winslow Hotel. Ex. 21.

11

9.

Winslow Neighbors and other opponents argued the following Design Guidelines

12

were not met. We demonstrated to the DRB how each Guideline was either met under its express

13

terms, or was met using a flexible approach that provided an equal or better solution, as described

14

below.

15

General Guideline 7: This guideline states: “Facades over 128’ in length shall be

16

separated by pedestrian passage or open space…” Winslow Neighbors’ argues the east and west

17

wings exceed 128 feet in length and do not include separations. The term “façade” is not defined

18

in the BIMC. However, the common definition of façade is the front of a building that faces the

19

street. Here, the Winslow Way façade is broken into pieces each less than 128 feet in length.

20

The main entry is designed to be open through the building connecting the street to the courtyard

21

when the weather is favorable. The east and west wings of the building are not the building

22

“façade,” and, therefore, this Design Guideline does not apply at all. The DRB agreed.

23

Core Guideline A.1: This guideline states: “Buildings shall incorporate articulation on

24

all sides. The street facing side(s) shall receive the greatest amount of attention with respect to

25

richness of forms, details, materials, and craft. . .” Winslow Neighbors concede façade

26

modulation along the north, facing Winslow Way. Ex. 46, p. 3. Winslow Neighbors argue there
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is no articulation of the east and west wings of the building. In fact, the east and west wings

2

demonstrate articulation through patterns of fenestration and expression of structural bays.

3

General Guideline 9 and Town Center Guideline 3: These guidelines seek to encourage

4

pedestrian passageways between buildings and a network of pedestrian linkages. Winslow

5

Neighbors argue these guidelines call for pedestrian connections to the east and west which are

6

not provided by the Winslow Hotel. The actual language of Town Center Guidelines states only

7

that connections to adjoining properties “should” be provided. The Winslow Hotel does not

8

provide connections to the east and west because there are no existing nor potential pedestrian

9

pathways through neighboring properties. Nor are such connections required.

10

General Guideline 15: This guideline states “Buildings in excess of 10,000 square foot

11

footprint should be visually split into two or more distinct elements.” Winslow Neighbors

12

concede that the Winslow Hotel is “visually split . . . into three elements.” Ex. 46, p. 4.

13

Winslow Neighbors argues that because the east and west wing each exceed 10,000 square feet,

14

those wings also must be visually split. The Guideline does not say that every building module

15

must be 10,000 square feet or less. This Guideline is plainly met because the Winslow Hotel is

16

visually split into a north, west and east wing.

17

General Guideline 10: This guideline states “building designs should respond to nearby

18

buildings that meet the upgraded design standards by using shared elements, materials, or

19

massing.” Winslow Neighbors argue there are not compatible elements, materials, or massing.

20

The Guideline calls for a building to attempt to share elements, materials or massing only with

21

nearby buildings that “meet upgraded design standards.” Here, the Winslow Hotel shares a

22

strong expression of a building base, natural building materials, and no flat roofs with its

23

neighbors.

24

Core Guideline 7: This guideline calls for building facades along Winslow Way to be

25

stepped back above the second story, and states that “alternatives to this guideline may be

26

proposed, so long as the effect is that the upper floor(s) appear to recede from view, and the
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impacts of massing on light and air are addressed.” Winslow Neighbors argue the upper floors

2

of the Winslow Hotel appear to be emphasized, rather than recede from view. In fact, the overall

3

building forms of the façade vary in their angles and positions to the street to assure a pedestrian

4

sense of scale, light and air. In addition, the intent behind Core Guidelines 6 and 7 is to produce

5

a townscape that is highly variegated and diverse, with a wide variety of building forms and

6

massing, with a high degree of activity and interest at the street level that can engage people on

7

foot. To this end, “new development should embody creative expression as individualized

8

structures that contribute to the unique place that is the Core of the Town Center.” The Winslow

9

Hotel furthers this intent because of the strong expression of wood structure and craft, reflecting

10
11

the Island’s wood shipbuilding and lumber milling history.
Core Guideline 9: This guideline addresses roof design, and calls for the greatest amount

12

of attention to the lower floors most closely visible to the street. Flat roofs are discouraged,

13

except when appropriate for green building purposes, such as to accommodate solar panels.

14

Buildings located within 100 feet of residential zones outside the Core are to incorporate pitched

15

roof forms, with slopes between 4:12 and 12:12 in order to create a transition in development

16

pattern. Winslow Neighbors argues that the Winslow Hotel site abuts property zoned R-8, such

17

that the Hotel roofline should be pitched between 4:12 and 12:12 rather than a shallow-pitched

18

shed roof. The Winslow Hotel uses a shallow-pitched shed roof for the installation of solar

19

panels, as is allowed by the Guideline. In addition, the Winslow Way roofline is emphasized as

20

the roofline most closely visible to the street. The east wing of the hotel ends more than 100 feet

21

from the south property line abutting the R-8 zoned land, and the west wing ends approximately

22

40 feet from that property line, so as to protect an existing grove of Pacific Madrones and

23

surrounding forest. These are sufficient distances and view protection measures to provide an

24

adequate transition to the R-8 zone. In addition, the intent supporting Core Guideline 9 is the

25

same as the intent supporting Core Guideline 7, above. The Hotel furthers this Core Guideline 9

26
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1

and the intent because the building scale and rooflines drop in height to emphasize a transition to

2

the R-8 zone.

3

Town Center Guideline 8: This guideline calls for visually prominent principal

4

entrances, within close proximity to the sidewalk, and explains that entrances should incorporate

5

elements such as setbacks, recesses, or other architectural devices. Winslow Neighbors

6

complain that the pedestrian entrance is not close enough to the sidewalk, and requires

7

pedestrians to cross the car access drive, asserting that “there does not appear to be any way for

8

the typical pedestrian to access the building without checking over their shoulder for oncoming

9

traffic.” Ex. 46, p. 7. This is not true. The entry uses a dramatic architectural device of a

10

setback and glazing to expose the coastal redwood to the street. Pedestrians have plainly

11

protected access to the front door from the sidewalk, using artistic bollards between the porte

12

cochere and hotel doorway. Ex. 7, Sheets A3 and A14, Ex. 10, Sheet A6.

13

Core Guideline 7 (subpart 4): This guideline calls for the facades of commercial

14

buildings to incorporate a variety of architectural features to produce a visually rich and

15

engaging experience for people on foot, and asks that at least five items from a provided list –

16

including elements that are not listed but that meet the intent - be included. Winslow Neighbors

17

asserts none of the items are provided such that the façade is not visually rich and engaging. Ex.

18

46, pp. 7 – 8. The Winslow Hotel façade incorporates prominent sills on display windows, visual

19

structural elements behind the glazing, a concrete board-formed plinth, prominent metal structure

20

connectors, pedestrian scaled lighting and signage, and a variety of landscape elements. Ex. 7,

21

Sheet A14 shows many of these features, as well as the overall effect of a visually rich and

22

engaging experience, including the connection to the coastal redwood.

23

Town Center Guideline 2: This guideline calls for new development to provide facilities

24

near or visible from the sidewalk for outdoor public use. Winslow Neighbors complains that the

25

Project’s open space is in the central courtyard which is not public and that the glass on the

26

façade will likely appear opaque at most times of the day, meaning the courtyard would not be
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visible. As described by Mr. Burns during the hearing, the courtyard is open to the public. As to

2

the visibility from the street, because the courtyard is south of the building, the courtyard will in

3

fact be transparent from the street.

4

Building Height: Winslow Neighbors also raised concerns regarding building height,

5

largely related to the allegation that shed roofs were not allowed. To the extent the height

6

measurement technique was questioned, the hotel height was determined consistent with BIMC

7

18.12.050 Rules of Measurement, under subsection C. Building Height and Subsection I.

8

Grade. The allowable building height for each segment of both the east and west wings, is

9

consistent with BIMC Table 18.12.020 – 3 and footnote 6. As shown in Ex. 7, Sheet A.10, height

10

is measured from the “Grade” to the midpoint of the longest segment of both the 35 foot and 45

11

foot portions of the building. City Staff required me to confirm that these measurements complied

12

with not just the measurement standards, but also the requirement that part of the building had to

13

comply with the 35 foot limit, due to the restriction on the 45 foot limit tied to the limited areas of

14

parking located beneath the building.

15

NOISE ISSUES

16

10.

Outdoor music performances already occur in the downtown Winslow area,

17

including at the gazebo located at the Winslow Greens site, at the northwest corner of Winslow

18

Way and Madison Avenue, and at the City’s Waterfront Park.

19
20
21

11.

The Winslow Hotel courtyard and location of the music “bandshell” are designed

to keep courtyard activity noise internal to the hotel.
12.

The Winslow Hotel plans to avoid external mechanical equipment on its roof.

22

Instead, the Hotel’s mechanical strategy is to utilize ground source heat pumps in conjunction with

23

operable windows and mechanical ventilation of public spaces. The mechanical ventilation of

24

these spaces includes fans, for which noise will be controlled both internally and external to the

25

Hotel by sizing ducts and fans to minimize noise (associated with speed and volume of air flow),

26

and by using sound traps as well, if necessary. The ground source heat pumps will be located
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internal to the building, with some exterior features, such as wells, ground loops or a combination

2

of those features that will be buried. The ground source heat pumps produce very little to no

3

noise. No other equipment is planned for a roof top installation. The kitchen exhaust is planned to

4

exit through the roof, in a chimney, between adjoining segments of the building.

5

13.

The building design already must be altered on the west wing so as to comply with

6

Staff Recommended Condition 29 to add six workforce residential units. At the direction of

7

Michael Burns, the architecture team also has examined possible revisions to the

8

garbage/recycling/loading area of the Winslow Hotel. Feasible options include altering either or

9

both the design of the area and/or hotel operations, including revising the already internal garbage

10

and recycling area so that an insulated noise protective garage door(s) can be shut after the garbage

11

truck enters the dock area such that truck loading noise is shielded from the outdoors, and/or to

12

reduce the number of garbage/recycling pick-ups via use of an on-site compactor, which, of course,

13

would also be shielded, and/or to add other noise baffling and shielding within the garbage/loading

14

pick-up area.

15

SITE DESIGN ISSUES

16

14.

In response to neighbor concerns, we explored alternate locations for the service

17

drive, and concluded the west side was the best alternative. For example, flipping the building

18

so that the entry and passenger vehicles utilized the west side would increase, not decrease,

19

traffic near the western property line.

20

15.

The service drive and loading area design minimizes back up beepers from

21

deliveries because it allows trucks to drive forward down the drive, and maneuver to

22

load/unload, and turn and exit to Winslow Way, also driving forward.

23
24
25
26

16.

Ex. 10 was prepared by my firm to demonstrate that the site contains sufficient

parking stalls, and stacked valet parking areas.
17.

In response to allegations made that the Hotel continues to seek off-site parking

and has been refused, specifically, by the Winslow Green property owners, it is true that early in
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